PostDoc Position (f/m) in the Mathematical Cell Biology Group

At the Johann Radon Institute for Computational and Applied Mathematics (RICAM) of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, Linz, Austria, the group on “Modeling, Analysis and Numerics of PDEs on Cell Biology”, located in Vienna, will hire a PostDoc with a strong background in partial differential equations and scientific computing as well as an established interest in applications in biology. The research focus will be adjusted to the interests of the successful candidate, but interdisciplinary cooperations with the life sciences are a central goal of the group.

A doctorate in mathematics or a closely related field is required. The working language is English. For more information contact Prof. C. Schmeiser at: christian.schmeiser@univie.ac.at

Applications with personal and scientific data and a compact statement about scientific interests and achievements should be sent by January 15, 2015, preferably by email, to: christian.schmeiser@univie.ac.at

Postal address:
Prof. Dr. Christian Schmeiser
Faculty for Mathematics, University of Vienna
Oskar-Morgenstern-Platz 1, A-1090 Wien, Austria

The Austrian Academy of Sciences is an equal opportunity employer.

We are approaching interested candidates, prepared to exercise the aforementioned duties within a 100% employment (40 hours per week) for a yearly gross salary of € 48.767,60.